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Exterior Features

HOODS, CROWN & GRILLE  
The classic huck bolted aluminum hood is available in 121ʺ or 131ʺ BBC and features a  
wrap-around aluminum crown, rectangular stainless steel grille mesh with triple grille bars 
and bicycle style fenders. The hood is finished with the iconic Peterbilt bird hood ornament. 

SUN VISOR     
The polished stainless-steel v-style sun visor adds a bold element to the exterior of the truck 
with a strong tie to the traditional Peterbilt heritage.

MARKER LIGHTS   
Two styles of marker lamps are available – the standard aero-style for a sleek appearance  
or the unique bullet-style lamp for a classic appearance. Both options utilize bright and  
long-lasting LED bulbs.

ALUMINUM CAB 
The 2.1m cab features stamped-aluminum panels and a robotically-bonded and riveted 
construction, which results in a durable, quiet and comfortable interior. The wider cab was built 
around the driver, with excellent ergonomics and plenty of space between the seats to access 
the sleeper. 

WEST COAST-STYLE MIRRORS   
The West Coast-style mirrors maintain the traditional Peterbilt look with enhanced features 
such as motorized and heated glass as well as excellent visibility with 7ʺx 18ʺ flat glass and 
offset 8ʺ convex.

AIR CLEANERS  
The 15ʺ stainless-steel air cleaners are integral to the bold and instantly recognizable road 
presence of the Model 589. They feature large filter elements for extended service intervals 
and tool-free replacement.

EXHAUST 
Multiple exhaust options are available, including right-hand under-cab or horizontal 
cannisters with a variety of tail pipe configurations, highlighted by available dual-functional 
side-of-cab chrome pipes on both hood lengths. 

BATTERY BOX  
The aluminum battery box includes excellent cab entry, an integrated toolbox, a removable 
lid for easy accessibility and styling to match the passenger side. 

HEADLIGHTS & DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS   
The iconic Peterbilt pod-mounted, halogen projector module headlights feature a  
long-life span and are paired with distinct LED daytime running lights which provide a  
unique signature at the front of the truck and excellent visibility on the road. 

BUMPERS 
A wide array of bumper styles and materials are available including  
Texas square, standard taper, deep taper and logger style in  
aluminum polished, chrome, stainless steel-clad aluminum or  
painted depending on configuration.

For more information on the new  
Model 589, contact your local Peterbilt  
dealer or visit peterbilt.com.
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Cab Features

STEERING WHEEL  
The contoured steering wheel with bright touches and premium stitching places integrated 
controls at the driver’s fingertips. The Platinum Sandstone interior features a luxurious  
two-tone leather wheel.

DIGITAL DISPLAY 
The 15ʺ digital display is the largest in the industry, with easy-to-use features, customizable 
gauges and intelligent gauge monitoring.

B-PANEL OPTIONS     
The B-panel includes a standard storage bin, or can be optioned with up to 6 gauges,  
re-configurable panel, SmartNav® or mounting for aftermarket devices.

SWITCHES  
Easy-to-reach switches are illuminated and configurable for different applications as well  
as aftermarket equipment.

DASH PANELS   
Platinum interiors feature bright trim and rich burlwood grain. The Premier interior utilizes  
mold-in-color panels to hide wear and provide a sleek appearance.

AUTOMATIC CLIMATE CONTROL 
High-performance, automatic climate control maintains a comfortable driver environment  
with five vents for balanced air flow and superior defrost performance. 

POWER PORTS 
Two standard power ports, with options for up to 3 USB connections, provide the driver with 
convenient connections for devices.

STORAGE   
Driver-centric storage is within easy reach, such as the door pad map pocket and large cup holders.

SEATS 
Comfortable Peterbilt LX and ST seats, with adjustable supports, can be configured with  
leather, fabric, vinyl or Mordura® coverings as well as available heating and cooling.

DOOR PAD  
The premium-finish door pad includes purposeful storage, integrated courtesy lights  
as well as window and mirror controls. The Platinum trim features woodgrain matching  
the dash and plush padding.  

For more information on the new  
Model 589, contact your local Peterbilt  
dealer or visit peterbilt.com.
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